
                                                                                  

NELEO 90 & NELEO 125        -        DETAILS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Sleep mode Collection, clamping 
and cutting mode  

Small table with vertical rollers can be positioned up 
& down – left & right.  Adapted to your wrapping 

needs depending on the product you have. 

Easy access to reel holder to change 
film. 

 Movement of the ring to position the 
reel holder is done by hand by moving 
the ring from the outside protective 
yellow cover 

Tension is 

done 

directly on 

the reel 

holder. 

Manual. 

 



NELEO 125 

 

 

TOUCH SCREEN 

Warning and explanatory gifs standard in the software to inform and guide the operator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

Door to access the 

stretch film rolls. 

Automatic positioning by 

software for daily 

operation of  stretch film 

replacing. 

A gif advises the operator when 

maintenance must be done, it 

facilitates preventive maintenance, 

avoiding unexpected stoppages. 

Possibility to block the screen with a 

programmable PIN, avoiding 

inappropriate manipulations from 

external or not authorized operators. 

Although the screen is blocked, the 

user has access to the basic wrapping 

functions. 

Electrical cabinet integrated inside the machine 

for easy fitting in any packaging space. 

 

Tension is done directly 

on the reel holder. 

Manual. 



 

GRAVITY CONVEYORS AND ACCESSORIES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example of gravity pvc roller conveyor  (casters not quoted, optional) 

Usually the same length at the infeed and outfeed side, to cover the total of the maximum product 

length. 

Support until 50 Kg / linear meter – Gap between rollers: 150 mm – Diameter of PVC rollers: 50 mm 

Example of vertical rollers on a gravity pvc 

roller conveyor. 

Vertical rollers can move towards the center of 

the conveyor sliding by a guide. 

Distance between vertical rollers should be 

informed before manufacturing because the 

guides are welded to the conveyor structure. 

 

Example of “V shape” vertical rollers on a 

gravity pvc roller conveyor. 

For round products or bundle of tubes, etc.. 

that have to be hold before wrapping. 

Vertical rollers can move towards the center of 

the conveyor sliding by a guide. 

Distance between vertical rollers should be 

informed before manufacturing because the 

guides are welded to the conveyor structure. 

 



 

PRODUCTION TIME (Factory) 

Neleo 90 with or without gravity conveyors: average of 3 weeks from receiving the down payment. 

Neleo 125 with or without gravity conveyors: average of 3 weeks from receiving the down payment. 

Conveyors with accessories: add 2 more weeks to the above informed production time. 

 

 

Basic standard configuration:   
311.42/125 Halbautomatische horizontale Einwickelmaschine mod. 
NELEO 125, 230V I 50 Hz  

SCN125/6 Stretchfolie auto Schneidsyst, Ring Geschwindigkeitsregl., 
TouchPanel 

Auto cutting system with Touch screen to manage the 
programs, speed, reinforcement laps, positioning to 
change the film, etc… 

F25.23.1500 Stretchfolie roll Farblos, dehnbar 215%, Breite 25cm., 
Stärke 23mμ 
Size of film for Neleo and Atis 125, 160, 200, 250. 

Our stretch film has a core of 38mm.  A full pallet for F25 
is 96 rolls.   In case you don’t need a full pallet, please 
advise.  A minimum quantity of a single box is mandatory 
to accomplish our warranty. 

  
311.42/090 Halbautomatische horizontal Einwickelmaschine mod. 
NELEO 90, 230V I 50 Hz  

SCN090/6 Doppel aut. Schneidsystem 2 Folie Rollen 

Auto cutting system. 
Neleo 50 and Neleo 90 have a selector with three 
wrapping programs when they are ordered with auto 
cutting system. 

40352 Tisch mit Schwerkrafrollen B 700 x 230 mm 

Small roller table attached to the wrapper, it includes 
vertical roller for side support while wrapping. 
This table can be moved up & down and left & right. 
Can be combined with longer gravity conveyors if 
needed. 

F17.23.1300 Stretchfolie roll Farblos, dehnbar 215%, Breite 17cm., 
Stärke 23mμ 
Size of film for Neleo and Atis 90 

Our stretch film has a core of 38mm.  A full pallet for F17 
is 168 rolls.   In case you don’t need a full pallet, please 
advise.  A minimum quantity of a single box is mandatory 
to accomplish our warranty. 

  

CONVEYORS AND ACCESSORIES See different dimensions and details in the offer. 

  

 


